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The convivium served as Rome’s “after-dark entertainment,”
1
 of which 

idolatry and feasting led to a steady march toward inebriation and wild 

promiscuity.
2
 Temples provided dining facilities for both sacrificial 

meals and private parties, which were almost always connected with a 

sacrifice to the gods.
3
 Consequently at the convivia, hymns would be 

sung, cups lifted up, prayers spoken forth, and libations poured out in 

celebration and worship of the deities considered to be present at the 

table.
4
 In addition to their religious ambiance, the atmospheres of the 

banquets were sexually charged making it unsurprising that many of 

them allegedly ended in licentiousness.
5
 Consequently, the prurient 

nature of the dinners became a stock feature in Greco-Roman literature 

and art.
6
 Satirists lampooned unbridled feasters and moral philosophers 

chastised the partygoers’ escapades.  

Scholars have discussed the convivial background of Pauline 

passages such as Gal 2:11–14 and Romans 14–15. Of these works, 

Dennis Smith’s monograph represents the most recent and extensive 

treatment. From his research, Smith infers that not only are issues at the 

table prominent in the major churches of Paul, but also that “the 

ideology of the banquet as found in the culture formed the backdrop for 

the development of the issues and Paul’s resulting theological, 

liturgical, and ethical responses.”
7
 Similarly, Bruce Winter has shown 

how these banquets and their after-parties serve as the Sitz im Leben for 

a number of passages in 1 Corinthians as
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exercised what they considered their inalienable rights to recline, dine, 

and fornicate with prostitutes in a pagan temple. 
8
  

Likewise, this article seeks to examine the wide-spread 

expressions of disgust and reports of the sexual exploits said to occur at 

the convivia in order to suggest that these actions associated with these 

banquets provide one plausible background for Rom 1:26–27. 

Although Paul does not mention a dinner until later in his letter, I will 

attempt to show with respect to Romans 1 that many of the most 

flagrant images the first century person could use to illustrate the height 

of human depravity are the unrestrained hetero-, homo-, and bi-sexual 

activities as well as the pederastic abuses associated with the convivia. 

To achieve this, I will first present a summary of the practices affiliated 

with these dinner parties and then discuss Rom 1:26–27 in view of that 

literature. Finally, I will conclude with the possible ramifications for 

interpreting the passage.  

Before moving on, however, a few qualifications need to be 

noted. First, I do not intend to argue that the homoerotic deeds 

associated with the banquets stand as the only possible feature in the 

background of Rom 1:26–27. Rather, in light of the evidence, I suggest 

that it could be one facet of the backdrop—either implied by Paul or 

assumed by his audience.
9
 Second,

 
as I seek to illustrate practices 

associated with the banquets, I will not attempt to establish the degree 

of polemical exaggeration in the references taken from biographies or 

of the ribald imagination in those gathered from poems and works of 

fiction.
10

 As Jennifer Wright Knust has argued: while these reported 

escapades could have actually occurred, they should more likely be 

understood in the ancient context of “sexualized slander.”
11

 It will 

suffice to show that these are common notions related to the dinners 

whether real or imagined. Finally, when I use value-laden words such 

as “perverse,” “appalling,” “unnatural,” and “deviant,” they are meant 

to reflect the attitudes of the Jewish and Greco-Roman authors and not 

a personal polemic. 

Sexual Conduct Surrounding Greco-Roman Dinner Parties  

 

In his diatribe, Philo complains that banquets are prevalent 

everywhere and quips that the frenzied guests act as if they drink not 

wine but a witch’s potion (Contempl. 6.48–54). In turn the partygoers’ 

much feasting leads to much sex, and the unnatural indulgence among 

them stimulates the stings of lust within them (Contempl. 5.40–8.64). 

Consequently, Philo concludes that their wanton desires precipitate 
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adultery, pederasty, and even bestiality (Opif. 158; Abr. 135; Spec. 

3.43).
12

 Similarly, Plutarch argues that intemperance in eating the 

lawless meals conceives shameful caresses, effeminate titillations, and 

inordinate sexual acts (De esu 2.997b).
13

 According to Plutarch, just as 

overeating goes beyond the necessary ends of nature, insatiable women 

go astray in seeking pleasure so that they explore the full gamut of 

profligacy until it ends in unspeakable practices (De esu 2.997b).  

Likewise, Seneca refers to convivial conduct to illustrate how 

in the Empire everything goes and nothing is base (Ep. 95.33).
14

 As 

with Philo and Plutarch, Seneca discusses the degrading sex acts that 

ensue after the banquets (Ep. 95.21).
15

 According to the Stoic, at the 

convivia, women invented “the most impossible varieties of 

unchastity”
16

 with the result that, though they were born to be 

penetrated by men,
17

 they began to penetrate men—(likely referring to 

the female use of an artificial penis).
18

  

Prostitutes and courtesans were often the chief players 

portrayed in sordid convivial conduct.
19

 For instance, at one banquet, 

Theodora is said to have had intercourse with over thirty men.
20

 At 

another, she opened three doors to three lovers simultaneously: only to 

complain that nature did not give her body more entryways (Procopius, 

Secret History 9.15–20). Elsewhere, a companion named Leaena tells 

how a rich Corinthian woman took her and another lady from a dinner 

to engage in an eye-opening ménage à trois (Lucian, Dial. meretr. 5.2). 

Sex-hungry wives, referred to as frisky women and marriage 

wreckers,
21

 also prowled around the convivia.
22

 For instance, Valerius 

Maximus bewails a banquet where Mucia and Fulvia—wives of 

Pompey and Anthony—offered their bodies as sex toys to indulge the 

guests’ drunken lust (Val. Max. 9.1.8). Horace likewise speaks of a 

lustful woman who sought junior adulterers whom she could service at 

her husband’s dinners as soon as the lamps were dimmed (Horace, 

Carm. 3.6.25–28).
23

  

At these parties, men generally turned a blind eye to their 

wives’ sexual indiscretions, as many of them were involved in their 

own sullied behavior.
 24

 For example, after Habinnas had intercourse 

with Trimalchio’s wife on the sofa in front of his own wife and 

Trimalchio, Trimalchio merely responds by ordering another course to 

eat before he himself engages in pederasty  (Petronius, Satyricon, 67–

73). Similarly, Seneca expresses revulsion at the practice of parading 

troops of unlucky young boys and male prostitutes before debased 

dinner guests (Ep. 95.24)
25

 and disgust at the shameful molestations a 

slave must endure after the dinner: being expected to receive it like a 
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boy at the party but in the bedroom to penetrate his master like a man 

(Ep. 47.7).
 26

 It was not just sodomy of slave boys, however.
27

 Roman 

adulescentulus were also objects of these grown men’s desires. As soon 

as the young Romans assumed the toga virilis (around the age of 15), 

they too were liable to be pursued by invitations to convivia from men 

with homoerotic intentions.
28 

Consequently, Dio Cassius observes that 

young men way past their prime could be seen reclining with older 

male lovers as well (62.6.4).
29

  

In contrast to the humiliation most boys experienced in 

pederastic relationships,
30

 some Roman men derived pleasure from—in 

the words of Plutarch—having been mounted and ridden like cattle 

(Amat. 751E).
31

 There were those, for example, like Lucienus who not 

only spent his youth at dinner parties being penetrated, but also as an 

adult allowed himself still to be pounded (Virgil, Catal. 13–14).
32

 Philo 

complains the practice had become so rampant that even the men who 

were mounted began to grandstand their actions (Spec. 3.37). Along 

these lines, Petronius—a regular at Nero’s banquets—tells the tale of a 

man (a cinaedus), who at one dinner party forced two young freedmen 

to take turns penetrating him while others looked on and laughed at 

how hard he rode them (Petronius, Satyr. 23–24).
33

 Similarly, Hostius 

Quadra bragged about being penetrated by a male and by a female at 

the same time (Seneca, Nat. 1.16.7).
34

  

Some of these men also assumed the passive role for the sake 

of political maneuvering.
35

 For instance, Alcibiades took it upon 

himself to learn from licentious women how to be skillful in his sexual 

receptivity at banquets in order to please potential supporters 

(Athenaeus, Deipn. 12.525B).
36

 In addition to the literature detailing 

such conduct, ancient Greek art portrays images of gay group sex—

such as one depiction of three young men involved in trilateral position 

and one with five young men penetrating each other in a cluster.
37

 

Whereas most of the examples of the lechery associated with 

ancient dinner parties come from the social elite, Catullus 13 provides a 

case from the other side. In the poem, Catullus is so impoverished that 

he invites his friend Fabullus to his party but beseeches Fabullus to 

bring the food and the wine as well as his own woman to share. In 

return, Catullus promises to offer his own irresistible lover, Lesbia, for 

dessert: an after dinner foursome.
38

 Nonetheless, the dissipation among 

the poor-man’s dinner parties and the typical Roman banquets may 

have been tame compared to the liaisons said to occur at Caesar’s 

palace. For example, it was reported that Augustus once led the wife of 

a Roman ex-consul from the dining room into his bedroom right before 
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her husband’s eyes (Suetonius, Aug. 69).
39

 Likewise, Suetonius claimed 

Gaius used dinner parties to rape the wives of his guests and then to 

return to the table to score their performance (Seutonius, Cal. 36). 

Further, it is said that at one convivium Gaius took each one of his own 

sisters in turn below him while his wife reclined above (Suetonius, Cal. 

24).
40

 Rather than being displeased with these outrageous proceedings, 

Dio Cassius reports the multitude actually rejoiced in the licentiousness 

(59.10).
41

  

Such activities caused Quintilian to complain that every dinner 

is filled with conduct of which men should blush even to speak (Inst. 

1.2.6–8). Moral philosophers threatened “split loins, angry gods, and 

neglected dependents” as the party favors for such prurient and 

homoerotic convivial behavior.
42

 For example, Philo claims that as a 

result of their actions these men rightly contracted the “disease of 

effemination”—the defilement of body and soul to the point that not a 

single masculine ember continued to smolder (Spec. 3.37). In his 

invective, when he cannot bear imagining the homoerotic acts anymore, 

Seneca interjects: “may the gods and goddesses damn them” (Ep. 

95.21).
43

 

Some followers of Christ also attended Roman convivia: a 

practice that vexed writers of the New Testament. For instance,
 
Paul 

considers the Corinthian believers’ participation in banquets as putting 

them dangerously close to Israel’s idolatry and promiscuity before the 

Golden Calf (1 Cor 10:7). The apostle warns of God’s judgment to 

these believers who sat at the table of demons and partook of devilish 

cups (1 Cor 10:21).
44

 Although written later than Romans, Jude and 2 

Peter give evidence that even some church leaders turned agape meals 

into pagan feasts full of lustful desires, adulterous eyes, and incessant 

sin (Jude 12; 2 Pet 2:13–14).
45

 

Having now summarized the widespread association of sexual 

perversion associated with Roman dinners, the next section will survey 

Rom 1:26–27 in light of this background in order to suggest the 

conceivability of situating Paul’s discussion about unnatural sexual 

conduct within the context of the well-documented lechery surrounding 

the convivia.  

Sexual Conduct in Romans 1:26–27  

 

The larger background of Rom 1:18–32 is the common Jewish 

notion regarding how idol worship leads to moral depravity. Paul draws 

from this as he proclaims that divine wrath is revealed from heaven 
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against reprobates who refused to honor God despite the divine 

attributes on display from creation.
 46

 The apostle writes that instead of 

glorifying God these fools exchanged his incorruptible glory for corrupt 

idols.
47

 

 

For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against 

all ungodliness and wickedness of those who by their 

wickedness suppress the truth. For what can be 

known about God is plain to them, because God has 

shown it to them.
 
Ever since the creation of the world 

his eternal power and divine nature, invisible though 

they are, have been understood and seen through the 

things he has made. So they are without excuse;
 
for 

though they knew God, they did not honor him as 

God or give thanks to him, but they became futile in 

their thinking, and their senseless minds were 

darkened.
 
Claiming to be wise, they became 

fools;
 
and they exchanged the glory of the immortal 

God for images resembling a mortal human being or 

birds or four-footed animals or reptiles (Rom 1:18–

23; NRSV).  

 

According to Paul, because the men worshiped false gods, 

God handed them over to their sinful desires and shameful passions so 

that they began to disgrace their bodies among themselves.
48

  

 

Therefore God gave them up in the lusts of their 

hearts to impurity, to the degrading of their bodies 

among themselves, because they exchanged the truth 

about God for a lie and worshiped and served the 

creature rather than the Creator, who is blessed 

forever! Amen. For this reason God gave them up to 

degrading passions (Rom 1:24–26a; NRSV). 

 

To illustrate what happens when men abandon the divine 

design and “exchange”
49

 the truth of God for a lie, Paul refers to 

deviant sexual activity among women.
50

  

 

Their women exchanged natural intercourse for unnatural 

(Rom 1:26b; NRSV). 
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In his denouncement here, Paul is consistent with almost all of 

the ancient sources condemning sexual love between women.
51

 

Nonetheless, since he is more interested in establishing the inversion of 

the natural sex roles, Paul does not provide much detail regarding the 

behavior or even give a concrete hint at the circumstances where these 

actions take place.
52

 In comparison with the convivial references to 

females mentioned above—such as Theodora having intercourse with 

dozens of men, Leaena having three-way sex with two other ladies, 

Mucia and Fulvia offering themselves as play things, and women using 

artificial penises—Paul merely writes that females forsook the natural 

act. That is to say, the women abandoned what Paul considered God’s 

design for women. Although the apostle does not say exactly what he 

considers to be natural for a woman, he likely means something along 

the lines of Seneca’s insistence that females were created to be 

penetrated by men (Ep. 95.21).
53

 Similar to Seneca, Paul laments that 

the women exchanged this natural act for what he considers παρὰ φύσιν 

(para physin): against and beyond nature.
54

  

Next, having condemned these women,
55

 Paul proceeds to 

discuss in v. 27 how the males “likewise”
56

 became inflamed for one 

another.  

 

And in the same way also the men, giving up natural 

intercourse with women, were consumed with 

passion for one another. Men committed shameless 

acts with men and received in their own persons the 

due penalty for their error (Rom 1:27; NRSV). 

 

As with the sexual acts of the women in v. 26, the apostle also 

resists specifying here what particular form of male homoerotic 

behavior he has in view.
57

 In comparison to the references mentioned 

above of sex slaves, of males involved in group sex, and of men who 

sought to be mounted by other men and women (e.g., Lucienus, 

Alcibiades, Hostius Quadra), Paul merely writes that “males with 

males” committed indecent acts.
58

  

As with other moral philosophers, however, the apostle 

considers the perpetrators as having received their just deserts. 

According to Paul, the people received the due penalty for their 

shameful acts.
59

 In contrast to the punishment of homoerotic activity 

with medical maladies, sore loins, and effemination-sickness, Paul’s 

reference probably relates to the homoerotic deeds themselves as “die 
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adäquate Vergeltung.”
60

 That is to say, for the apostle, sin itself is an 

appropriate punishment for sin.
61

  

Ramifications for interpreting Rom 1:26–27  

in light of a convivial background  

 

As mentioned above, I would like to suggest the homoerotic 

deeds associated with the convivia and the popular diatribes against 

them—while by no means the only conceivable feature in the 

background—is indeed a plausible one for Rom 1:26–27. The idolatry 

and homoerotic activities reported to occur at dinner parties make it 

very likely that some believers would have connected the references so 

sparse of details in Romans with the explicit particulars of the convivial 

events so prevalent in Rome. That is to say, in light of the unrestrained, 

omnisexual debaucheries allegedly taking place at the banquets all 

around them, Paul’s audience would have plausibly related his 

references to illicit sexual behavior to this more precise cultural 

situation that was familiar to them—whether it be from gross 

exaggerations or simple gossip that leaked into the streets from the 

houses of the elite or that appeared in the literature surrounding them. 

Although what most of Paul’s audience knew of these affairs was likely 

generated by rumor mills,
62

 the believers who served in Caesar’s 

household (see Rom 16:10–11) may have been forced to experience 

such events firsthand.
63

  

Of course, due to the ambiguity of Rom 1:26–27, one cannot 

make a definite case that Paul had in mind particular activities from a 

specific social context—convivial or otherwise. Nevertheless, in light 

of Corinth’s infamous no-holds-barred sexual reputation, Paul is 

probably aware of the stigma of the dinner parties surrounding him as 

he pens Romans from that city. Further, as noted above, this would not 

be the first time convivial conduct stood in the background of one of 

Paul’s letter—not to mention his discussion of dinners at the end of this 

one (i.e., Romans 14–15).
64

  

In addition to suggesting that the misconduct of the banquets 

could serve as one possible reference in the background of Rom 1:26–

27, this reading would also serve as another example of Timothy 

Brookins’s and Jennifer Wright Knust’s conclusions regarding how 

Paul intentionally draws upon associations familiar to his audience. It 

also reinforces James Dunn’s and Ben Witherington’s argument that 

Paul may have constructed Romans 1:18–32 in a way that critiqued 

society by drawing upon the popular philosophy of his day to reinforce 
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his own convictions.
65

 Based on the frequent rebukes of convivial sins, 

then, it is also plausible that Paul borrowed from the common 

invectives used to condemn the unspeakable acts of men and women 

affiliated with the revelry of Roman banquets.  

If notions of the convivium also stand behind Rom 1:26, Paul’s 

castigation of the unnatural behavior of women would follow along the 

lines of carnal activities associated with the dinner parties. This would 

include women taking part in all sorts of warped behavior—be it 

heteroerotic, homoerotic, autoerotic, or various combinations of the 

above.
66

 So also, the sexual misconduct affiliated with these banquets 

gives one reason to consider Paul’s references to “males with males” as 

invoking portrayals of group sex depicted in Greco-Roman literature 

and art, as well as deeds such as men’s convivial habits of molesting 

slave boys and abusing male prostitutes.
67

 This does not rule out Paul’s 

general rejection of other sexual behavior forbidden by the Jewish Law 

and by moral philosophers: such as a male engaging in cunnilingus, a 

female performing fellatio, a couple having sex during menstruation, or 

any form of homoerotic intercourse.
68

 Nonetheless, the orgy-like 

background of Roman banquets would lend more weight to an 

excessive lust interpretation of these verses.
69

  

In conclusion, I have shown from the above survey that many 

of the most egregious instances the first century mind could conjure up 

to illustrate how far humans had collapsed into sin are the inordinate 

hetero-, homo-, and bi-sexual activities as well as the pederastic abuse 

of slaves associated with the debauchery at the convivia.
70

 Even though 

the point of reference of Rom 1:26–27 cannot be restricted to the 

degrading deeds affiliated with dinner parties (especially since Paul 

waits until later in the letter to mention dining), it is plausible that the 

convivial conduct condemned by moral philosophers would have at 

least occurred in the minds of Paul’s readers in Rome when considering 

examples of rhetorical attacks on flagrant homoerotic acts. While one 

should avoid deductions from the invective of Rom 1:26–27 that are 

too detailed, the attempt to locate the passage closer to its specific 

milieu also helps prevent one from overgeneralizing the reproach and, 

as Peter Stuhlmacher warns, “gives for us today a reason not to repeat 

Paul’s statements without reflection!”
71

 The survey above should 

remind those seeking to apply Rom 1:26–27 to any current debate that 

the passage is directed to a culture riddled with aggressive free-for-all 

parties involving multiple consensual partners, manipulated lovers, 

professional courtesans, exploited prostitutes, and abused children. 

Therefore, the social context surrounding Rom 1:26–27 especially 
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coheres with modern incidents related to private sex clubs, pedophilia, 

child pornography, prison rape, prostitution and human trafficking. 
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